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ABSTRACT: We report the guided growth of horizontal GaN nanowires (NWs) on spinel
(MgAl2O4) substrates with three different orientations: (111), (100), and (110). The NWs
form ordered arrays with distinct morphologies on the surface of the substrates, controlled by
the interaction with the substrate. The geometry of the NWs matches the symmetry of the
spinel surfaces: on MgAl2O4(111), (100), and (110) the NWs grow in six, four, and two
directions, respectively. The epitaxial relations and morphologies of the NW−substrate
interface were characterized by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy. The substrate
was found to be mobilized during the growth and either climb up or recede on/under one or
two sides of the NW, depending on the substrate orientation. Possible reasons for the
similarity and differences between the orientations of the NWs and thin GaN films grown on
MgAl2O4 are proposed. These results demonstrate the generality and flexibility of the guided
growth phenomenon in NWs and specifically show that MgAl2O4(111) could be a low-
mismatch substrate for the growth of high-quality GaN layers and NWs.

■ INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have been shown to be
suitable building blocks for devices such as field-effect
transistors,1,2 lasers,3,4 light-emitting diodes,5,6 photovoltaic
cells,7−9 chemical and biological sensors,10−12 and piezoelectric
nanogenerators.13 The horizontal alignment of semiconducting
NWs on surfaces is a crucial step in their utilization as
nanometer-scale building blocks in many types of large-scale
devices. The most common approaches for the assembly of
NWs start by harvesting NWs that were vertically grown by the
vapor−liquid−solid (VLS) mechanism and then dispersing or
combing them in solution to be deposited with some control
over the location parameters such as direction and
location.14−20 In contrast to these methods, in the guided
growth approach,21−24 one can achieve deterministic control
over the position, direction, and length of each NW by growing
VLS NWs horizontally on the surface of the substrate, in such a
way that the lattice or surface features of the substrate guide the
NW as it grows.25

These guided NWs interact with the substrate, the most
obvious interaction being the formation of epitaxial covalent
bonds between the NW and the substrate. In the case where
the NWs are heteroepitaxially grown on a substrate, the NWs
can grow coherently (i.e., without misfit dislocations at the
interface) or noncoherently (i.e., with misfit dislocation to
relieve some or all of the interfacial strain). Previous works
reported the guided growth of homoepitaxial horizontal NWs
with zero strain (GaAs on GaAs26 and Si on Si27) and
heteroepitaxial horizontal NWs (e.g., GaN NWs on sapphire,24

SiC,22 or quartz28) with a large mismatch (up to 16% on
sapphire) or small mismatch (3.2% on SiC), respectively.
However, the relatively small variety of substrates for the

guided growth of NWs limits their functionality toward future
applications. Expanding the family of substrates for guided
growth of NWs will also allow us to better understand the
mechanism that drives the guided growth phenomenon and
show the generality of this phenomenon. More specifically to
the growth of GaN, there is still an ongoing search for a closely
matched substrate for the growth of GaN layers and horizontal
GaN NWs. One interesting substrate for the guided growth of
horizontal NWs is magnesium spinel (MgAl2O4). This
substrate is especially interesting because the guided growth
of GaN NWs, as a model system, was only reported on trigonal
(sapphire24 and quartz28) and hexagonal (SiC) substrates but
not yet on cubic substrates. Spinel is an archetypical cubic
crystal. Although it has a cubic structure (in contrast to the
hexagonal wurtzite structure of GaN), in the case of
MgAl2O4(111) there is a good matching to GaN (see Table
1 and Table S1, Supporting Information), and therefore
MgAl2O4(111) was used as a substrate for thin films of GaN
in a small number of papers.29−36 Other MgAl2O4 substrates
were rarely used.29,37 The growth on MgAl2O4 would also
demonstrate the generality of the guided growth approach,
allowing the growth of guided arrays of NWs of different
materials on different substrates according to one’s needs. In
this paper, we report the guided growth of GaN nanowires on
MgAl2O4 substrates with three different crystallographic
orientations: (111), (100), and (110). The GaN NWs grew
horizontally on these substrates in a triangular, square, or linear
pattern, reflecting the symmetry of the matching (111), (100),
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and (110) MgAl2O4 planes. We characterized the morphology,
crystallographic orientations, epitaxial relations, strain, and
defects by cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM). We found that the crystallographic
orientation of most of the NWs grown on a specific MgAl2O4

substrate orientation is uniform. In addition, cross-sectional
TEM images show that the MgAl2O4 substrate undergoes two
simultaneous processes of etching and reconstruction during

the synthesis, resulting in NWs that that are semicovered by the
substrate, with MgAl2O4 material adhering to specific facets of
the NWs. Thus, this covering MgAl2O4 is dependent on the
orientation of the NWs, which in turn is dependent on the
chosen substrate. Further etching of the substrate results in
NWs that are suspended on a pedestal, due to the NW acting as
an etching mask on the substrate. Finally, we speculate about

Table 1. Epitaxial Relations and Lattice Mismatch for Guided GaN Nanowires on Different MgAl2O4 Surfaces

mismatch at 25 °C (%)a (mismatch at 950 °C (%))a

substrate
orientation # of NWs

horizontal
GaN∥MgAl2O4

axial
GaN∥MgAl2O4

transversal
GaN∥MgAl2O4 vertical axial transversal

(111) 8 (0001)∥(111) [11̅00]∥[112 ̅] [112 ̅0]∥[22̅0] −0.100% (0.32%) −0.428% (−0.14%) −0.49% (−0.14%)
(100) 7 (112 ̅2)∥(100) [112̅3̅]∥[011] [11̅00]∥[01̅1] −0.88% (−0.52%) −6.61%b (−6.22%) 3.47% (3.76)
(110) 15 (101 ̅1̅)∥(110) [12̅10]∥[001] [101 ̅2]∥[1 ̅10] 0.41% (0.78%) 1.32% (1.67%) −2.77%c (−2.36%)

aSee Supporting Information Table S1 and text therein for full details. bCalculated for 58 degrees tilted 0001 planes. cCalculated for 62 degrees tilted
0001 planes.

Figure 1. Guided growth of horizontal GaN nanowires on MgAl2O4. The left column shows SEM images, and the right column shows matching
cross-sectional TEM images. In the TEM images, the bottom part of the image is the substrate with the NW. The lightest gray is a protective carbon
layer, and the final, top layer is a protective Pt layer. The background outside the micrographs was filled with a solid gray for aesthetic reasons. (a)
Growth of GaN NWs on MgAl2O4(111). (b) Growth of GaN NWs on MgAl2O4(100). (c) Growth of GaN NWs on MgAl2O4(110). (d) Growth of
symmetrically “buried” GaN NWs on MgAl2O4(111). (e) Growth of GaN NWs in the “pedestal” mode MgAl2O4(100). (f) Growth of
asymmetrically “buried” GaN NWs on MgAl2O4(110).
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the mechanism of the guided growth of GaN NWs on
MgAl2O4.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Substrate Preparation. Spinel (MgAl2O4) wafers with
three different orientations were used: (111), (100), and (110).
The wafers were purchased from MTI Corporation. Before use,
all substrates were sonicated for 10 min in acetone, then rinsed
in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and distilled H2O, and
blow-dried in N2. Prior to catalyst patterning using photo-
lithography, the substrates were also treated with oxygen
plasma (March Plasmod GCM 200, 2 min, 1 sccm of O2, 100
W).
Catalyst Patterning and Deposition. Pd catalyst was

usually deposited by electron-beam evaporation of a thin
(nominal 2−5 Å) metal layer. First, a pattern for catalyst
deposition was defined using standard photolithography with
negative photoresist. After pattern development thin films
(nominal 2−5 Å) of Pd were deposited by electron-beam
evaporation, followed by liftoff in acetone. The thin Pd films
underwent dewetting upon heating at 550 °C in air, to generate
the nanoparticles that serve as catalyst for the VLS growth of
the nanowires. We also performed a few experiments using Pd
catalyst from Pd2(DBA)3 solution in THF, obtaining similar
results.
Nanowire Synthesis. GaN nanowire growth was carried

out by a home-built chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
comprised of a 25 mm diameter quartz tube inside a 3-zone
tube furnace. Gallium was supplied from Ga2O3 powder
(99.999%, Alfa Aesar) held at 1000 °C inside the quartz
tube. The nitrogen source was ammonia gas (99.999%,
Praxair), and molecular hydrogen (99.999%, Gordon Gas)
was used as a carrier gas. The samples were held downstream at
a temperature of 950 °C on a fused silica carrier plate. In the
beginning of a typical experiment the tube is inserted into the
3-zone furnace and purged to remove oxygen by at least six
cycles of pumping to 10 mbar and purging with molecular
nitrogen (99.999%, Gordon Gas). While purging, the furnace is
heating different zones of the tube. Once the tube is purged and
the furnace reaches 350 °C, ammonia gas (2.6−3.5 sccm) and
H2 gas (60−120 sccm) are streamed into the tube, and pressure
is maintained at 400 mbar while the furnace continues heating.
When the desired temperature is achieved, the oven is moved
over the Ga2O3 powder and turned off at the end of the growth
time (10−25 min).
Microscopic Characterization. The grown nanowires

were imaged using field-emission SEM (Supra 55VP FEG
LEO Zeiss) at low working voltages (3−5 kV). Atomic force
microscopy (AFM, Veeco, Multimode Nanoscope IV) images
were acquired in air tapping mode using 70 kHz (FESP1). Thin
lamellae for TEM characterization were made using an FEI
Helios DualBeam microscope and inspected using an FEI
Tecnai F30-UT field-emission TEM, equipped with a parallel
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy-filtered
TEM (Gatan imaging filter) operating at 300 kV. TEM digital
images were recorded using a Gatan Ultrascan1000 CCD
camera. TEM images were analyzed to determine crystallo-
graphic orientation using Fourier transform (FFT) from
selected areas in the nanowire cross sections. Indexing of the
FFT peaks was done according to crystallographic tables for
bulk GaN and MgAl2O4.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We grew horizontal GaN nanowires on MgAl2O4 substrates
with three orientations: (111), (100), and (110). The growth
was carried out by the vapor−liquid−solid (VLS) method in a
three-zone furnace with a quartz tube reactor. After the
synthesis, the pattern was covered with GaN nanowires
growing vertically off the substrate, while a large number of
nanowires grew horizontally from the catalyst pattern edges,
extending onto the clean MgAl2O4 surface. Brief sonication in
isopropyl alcohol removes most of the nanowire forests, leaving
the horizontal nanowires in place. The typical nanowire
thickness, d (defined here as their top-projection width), was
between 10 and 40 nm. The nanowire lengths could be up to
50 μm. The length of the NWs was generally found to be
related to the duration of the synthesis. However, we were
unable to acquire reliable data on the growth rate because of
the variability in NW lengths, which could be due not only to
different rates of elongation but also to termination.
We started by characterizing the guided GaN nanowires

grown on the three MgAl2O4 substrates using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (Figure 1). We found the NWs
extending from the edges of the catalyst pattern in symmetric
patterns that reflect the symmetry of the substrate: on
MgAl2O4(111), the GaN NWs grow in a triangular, D6 pattern,
while on (100) and (110) the NWs grew in square D4 and
linear D2 symmetries, respectively. These results are consistent
with the cubic (Fd3 ̅m symmetry group) structure of the
MgAl2O4 substrate and the expected symmetry of the different
planes.
We determined the epitaxial relations between the GaN NWs

and the substrate by examining cross-sectional lamellae using a
TEM. One prominent feature that was observed in all the cross-
sectional TEM images is a restructuration of the substrate.
Previous studies on the guided growth of GaN NWs used
substrates such as sapphire24 and SiC,22 which do not undergo
etching at the synthetic conditions. However, here we used
MgAl2O4 substrates which are less resistant to these conditions:
it was shown that MgAl2O4 is slowly etched under H2
atmosphere at the elevated temperatures (950 °C) of the
synthesis (etch rates of about 1 Å/min at 1000 °C under
hydrogen atmosphere38). In addition to this slow etching, the
MgAl2O4 also restructures at elevated temperature.39 These
factors may be a lesser issue in two-dimensional layers grown
on MgAl2O4 because the surface quickly becomes completely
covered with a continuous film that protects the MgAl2O4
substrate from etching by the reducing atmosphere in the
reaction chamber, but in the case of horizontal NWs, most of
the substrate is exposed to the H2 at high temperature
throughout the entire growth process. Therefore, the substrate
can be etched by H2 in the areas not covered by the NWs.
In general, we observed two possible outcomes to the effect

of the synthetic conditions on the substrate with the guided
NWs: (a) where the conditions favor etching of the substrate
(i.e., higher temperatures and longer synthesis time), we
observed NWs that act as an etching mask, resulting in NWs
that are placed on a “pedestal” above an etched, flat substrate
(Figure 1e and Supporting Information Figure S4). (b) Where
the condition did not favor the etching of the substrate (i.e.,
lower temperature, shorter synthesis), the substrate material
migrated on the surface and preferentially adhered to facets of
the GaN NWs, preferably avoiding the exposure of the high-
energy (0001) facets. This resulted in enveloping of the
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horizontal NWs (Figure 1d,f). This enveloping was symmetric
where the NWs grew symmetrical with respect to the substrate
(e.g., GaN grown on MgAl2O4(111), Figure 1d) or asymmetric
when the NWs grew asymmetrically (e.g., GaN grown on
MgAl2O4(110), Figure 1f and Supporting Information Figure
S5). The enveloping MgAl2O4 can also be observed at the SEM
(Supporting Information Figure S2). The relative roles of
etching and surface restructuration are hard to estimate. At the
extreme case, it is clear that the suspended NWs positioned on
a pedestal are a result of substrate etching, but in the common
case where the NWs are enveloped in MgAl2O4 material, the

amount of substrate etching seems minimal since the base of
the NW appears to be very close to the original height of the
substrate (see Figure 2a where the black line indicates the
approximate original substrate surface).

Guided GaN Nanowire on MgAl2O4(111). We grew GaN
NWs on MgAl2O4(111) substrates and found that horizontal
NWs grow in six directions, reflecting the symmetry of the
(111)MgAl2O4 plane (Figure 1a and Figure S1, Supporting
Information). Using a TEM we observed cross sections of GaN
and found the NW to be surrounded in MgAl2O4 up to their
top facet (Figure 2a). The MgAl2O4 material is symmetric on

Figure 2. TEM cross-sectional images and atomic models of GaN nanowires on MgAl2O4(111) substrates. (a−c) Cross sections of GaN nanowires
on MgAl2O4(111) substrates. White boxes indicate magnified areas. Image (c) includes the crystallographic orientations and proposed atomic
models. (d) FFT of a cross-sectional TEM image. (e) A simulated electron diffraction pattern at an orientation identical to (d). (f) A Fourier-filtered
image highlighting the periodic misfit dislocation (indicated by red arrows) at the GaN−MgAl2O4 interface.

Figure 3. TEM cross-sectional images and atomic models of GaN nanowires on MgAl2O4 (100) substrates. (a−c) Cross sections of GaN nanowires
on MgAl2O4(100) substrates. White boxes indicate magnified areas in (b) and (c). Image (c) includes the crystallographic orientations and proposed
atomic models. (d) FFT of a cross-sectional TEM image. (e) A simulated electron diffraction pattern at an orientation identical to (d). (f) A Fourier-
filtered image of the area indicated by the red box in (b). The filtering was done by choosing the [011 ̅1]GaN/[311 ̅]MgAl2O4 spot.
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both sides of the GaN NW, due to the symmetry of the NW
along its growth axis. In addition, in most of the NWs
examined, we found one or two stacking faults of the (0001)
planes. It is possible that these stacking faults might be
eliminated by careful tuning of the growth conditions. We
determined the planar epitaxia l re lat ions to be
(0001)GaN∥(111)MgAl2O4, with [11 ̅00]GaN∥[112 ̅] MgAl2O4 along
the NW and [112 ̅0]GaN∥[44 ̅0]MgAl2O4 across the NW. These
epitaxial relations are identical to those reported in the
literature for the growth of thin films of GaN on (111)
MgAl2O4 substrates.29−36 The nonpolar growth direction for
GaN NWs was previously reported on certain substrates.40 The
optimal mismatch across the NW at the interface between the
(112 ̅0)GaN planes and the (44 ̅0)MgAl2O4 planes is −0.49%,
achieved for 9 GaN planes and 10 MgAl2O4 planes. A Fourier-
filtered TEM image of the interface reveals exactly this ratio of
GaN to MgAl2O4 planes (Figure 2f). Along the NW the
mismatch is −0.428%, with an expected ratio of 6:5
(GaN:MgAl2O4) planes. The vertical mismatch is 0.100%,
and as a result no strain-related dislocations appear at this
NW−sidewall interface (sees Supporting Information Figure
S6). This excellent matching in all three directions may be the
reason why we found (qualitatively) that the growth of GaN
NWs on this MgAl2O4 plane is the most robust with respect to
changes in synthetic conditions.
Guided GaN Nanowire on MgAl2O4(100).We grew GaN

NWs on MgAl2O(100) substrates and found that NWs grow in
four directions, reflecting the symmetry of the MgAl2O4(100)
plane. Using TEM (Figure 3), we determined the planar
epitaxial relations to be (112̅2)GaN∥(100)MgAl2O4, with
[ 1 1 2 ̅ 3 ̅ ] G a N ∥ [ 0 1 1 ] M g A l 2 O 4 a l o n g t h e NW an d
[11 ̅00]GaN∥[11 ̅0]MgAl2O4 across the NW. The mismatch
between the GaN and the MgAl2O4 substrate across the NW
is 3.47% (Table 1), a relatively low value, similar to the
mismatch between GaN and SiC. The vertical mismatch is only
−0.88%, and as a result we did not observe misfit dislocations at

the interface between the left and the right sides of the NW and
the substrate that envelops the NW (see Supporting
Information Figure S7). Contrary to the mismatch across the
NW and to the vertical mismatch, the mismatch along the NW
growth direction is −6.61%, and we expect to see a moderate
amount of misfit dislocations form along the interface in this
direction. Interestingly, most of the NWs examined at the TEM
also included an arch-shaped contrast line (visible in Figure
3b). Fourier-filtered TEM images reveal that this is a result of a
mixed dislocation that involves extra planes in both the
(101 ̅1)GaN/(31 ̅1)MgAl2O4 planes and the (011 ̅1)GaN/
(311 ̅)MgAl2O4 planes (Figure 3f shows the latter case).

Guided GaN Nanowire on MgAl2O4(110). SEM
observation after the synthesis reveals that horizontal GaN
NWs grow on the (110) plane of MgAl2O4 in two directions, as
expected from the symmetry of this plane. More careful
observation reveals that in addition to the guided growth of
NWs on the substrate at the areas around the catalyst islands
(up to a few micrometers in the case of large 50 μm × 50 μm
catalyst islands), the (110) plane undergoes a restructuration
and form “hills” and “valleys” (see Supporting Information
Figure S3) in the direction perpendicular to the NW growth
direction. The NW grows across the “hills” and onto the flat
substrate farther away from the catalyst islands. This
observation is in contrast to the graphoepitaxial effect seen
when growing GaN on annealed M-plane sapphire substrate
and also in contrast to the “dynamic graphoepitaxy” effect
reported for X-plane quartz, where grooves in the substrate are
formed during the synthesis of the GaN NW.28 One reason that
the NW does not grow in the grooves but, rather, across them
might be that the grooves are created only after the initial
nucleation of the NW, and as a result the growth direction is
already determined at this initial stage.
Observing thin lamellae of NW cross sections under TEM

(Figure 4), we found the planar epitaxial relation to be
(101 ̅1 ̅)GaN∥(110)MgAl2O4, with [12 ̅10]GaN∥[001]MgAl2O4 along

Figure 4. TEM cross-sectional images and atomic models of GaN nanowires on MgAl2O4(110) substrates. (a−c) Cross sections of GaN nanowires
on MgAl2O4(110) substrates. White boxes indicate magnified areas. Image (c) includes the crystallographic orientations and proposed atomic
models. (d) FFT of a cross-sectional TEM image. (e) A simulated electron diffraction pattern at an orientation identical to (d). (f) A Fourier-filtered
image composed of two filtered images, where the top part is filtered to show the tilted GaN(0001) planes and the bottom part is filtered to show the
matching MgAl2O4(2 ̅20) planes.
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the NW and [101 ̅2]GaN∥[1 ̅10]MgAl2O4 across the NW. To our
surprise, we found that the mismatch between the GaN and the
MgAl2O4 across the NW is very low, owing to a large 62° tilt of
the GaN(0002) planes with respect to the plane of the
substrate (Figure 4). By tilting the planes by an angle α, the
effective lattice constant is increased by a factor of 1/sin α, and
as a result, a good match (−2.77%) is achieved between the
(2̅20)MgAl2O4 planes (2.85 Å) and the (0001)GaN planes (2.59
Å/sin 62° = 2.93 Å). If the tilt angle was 65°, an almost perfect
matching would occur, but this specific angle of 62° could be a
result of the need to satisfy both the epitaxy across the NW and
also the sidewalls enveloping the NWs. Since the NWs become
embedded in the MgAl2O4 material, we must also consider the
vertical mismatch, i.e., the mismatch between the vertical lattice
planes of the NW and the substrate. Here, we can consider the
mismatch between the tilted (101̅0)GaN planes and the (220)
planes of the substrate, resulting in a low mismatch of 0.41%.
The tilt of the GaN NW has two additional implications: (a)

unlike the case of GaN NWs grown on MgAl2O4(111), in this
case the enveloping MgAl2O4 material is deposited in an
asymmetric fashion around the NW (Figure 4a and see also
Supporting Information Figure S5) and (b) due to the
symmetry of the substrate along the [001]MgAl2O4 direction,
this tilt can occur in both the clockwise and the anticlockwise
direction relative to the plane normal. This has little
implications for individual NWs, but it might explain some of
the difficulty of obtaining high-quality GaN films grown on
MgAl2O4 (110), because in the case of 2D growth these two
opposing tilt directions would lead to highly defective
boundaries between coalesced islands.
As mentioned before, to the best of our knowledge, the

epitaxial relations we observed for GaN NWs on MgAl2O4
(111) are identical to all cases of GaN thin film growth on
MgAl2O4 (111).

29−36,41,42 Most 2D GaN growth on MgAl2O4
was reported for the (111)29−36,41,42 plane, (10 papers),
whereas far fewer papers were published for MgAl2O4(110)

37

and (100)29,37,41 (1 and 3 papers, respectively). For these
substrates, we did not observe the reported epitaxial
orientations. The reason for this could be that on these
substrates there are several possible epitaxial orientations that
are either close in energy or are sensitive to the synthetic
conditions such as substrate preparation, catalyst thickness,
temperature, pressure, or partial pressure of certain species.
Consequently, different synthetic conditions result in different
orientations. Furthermore, it was shown that the surface of the
MgAl2O4 substrate undergoes changes in structure and
chemistry under the synthetic conditions,42 changes that
might depend upon the specific growth process. Therefore,
different conditions might lead to different MgAl2O4 surfaces
and different GaN growth.
The mechanism behind the guided growth phenomenon is

not yet fully understood. There are several possible effects
affecting the guided growth of NWs, which may act separately
or simultaneously, and their occurrence may depend on the
specific synthetic conditions: (a) minimization of overall system
energy, including NW bulk, strain, and surface energy, implying
thermodynamic control. (b) The kinetics of NW facet
formation. In this case, the NW growth is determined by the
kinetics of the growth process, with the fastest growing facet
becoming the axis of the NW. (c) Catalyst−NW interaction,
where the catalyst prefers to wet a specific facet of the NW, and
as a result this facet is the growing facet. The catalyst must also
wet the substrate to grow a horizontal NW. (d) Catalyst−

substrate interactions, where the direction of movement of the
catalyst is dictated by the substrate itself. When this effect
dominates, the planar epitaxial relations are determined at the
nucleation stage, while the direction of growth on the substrate
and, as a result, the growth axis of the NW are determined by
the substrate. At the present, we are unable to decisively
determine the dominant effect in the mechanism of guided
GaN growth on MgAl2O4.
In summary, we have demonstrated the guided growth of

GaN NWs on (110), (111), and (100) MgAl2O4 substrates. By
using these substrates, we were able to control the geometry of
the NWs on the surfaces, achieving triangular (111), square
(100), or linear (110) patterns. In addition, the morphologies
of the NWs were also shown to be orientation-dependent.
These NWs were shown to be of a good crystallographic
perfection, with a relatively small number of defects at the NW/
substrate interface. This work further demonstrates the
generality of the NW guided growth approach for a variety of
substrates. The successful growth of GaN on MgAl2O4

presented here, together with our previous works on GaN on
sapphire and SiC, shows that the guided growth approach, and
its use in self-integrated nanosystems,25 could be extended to a
large variety of semiconductors and substrates. These results
also shed light on the growth of GaN on MgAl2O4 in general
and might have implications for GaN film growth on this
substrate material. This work, especially in the case of (111)
MgAl2O4, shows that MgAl2O4 is a good candidate to serve a
low-mismatch substrate for the growth of high-quality GaN.
Guided GaN NWs on MgAl2O4 could be used for devices such
as LEDs and high power electronic circuits.
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Supporting Information 

1. SEM image of guided GaN NW on MgAl2O4 (111) (Figure S1).  

2. SEM images of guided GaN NW with accumulated spinel on their sides (Figure S2). 

3. SEM images of (110) spinel substrate exhibiting surface reconstruction into grooves 

perpendicular to the growth direction of the GaN NWs (Figure S3). 

4. TEM images showing “pedestal” and embedded GaN NWs on spinel (Figure S4). 

5. Additional images of asymmetrically covered GaN NW on (110) spinel (Figure S5). 

6. Fourier-filtered image showing the lack of misfit dislocations at the interface between the 

left and right sides of the GaN NW grown on (111) spinel and the spinel (Figure S6). 

7. Fourier-filtered image showing the misfit dislocations (or lack of misfit dislocations) at 

the interface between the GaN NW grown on (100) spinel and the spinel substrate 

(Figure S7). 
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8. Full calculation of Mismatch between GaN and MgAl2O4 along and across the nanowires 

at 25°C and at 950°C (Table S1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. SEM images of guided GaN NW on MgAl2O4 (111).  
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Figure S2. SEM images of NWs showing the spinel material on both sides of the NW. White 

boxes indicate magnified areas. Top: GaN on spinel (111). Bottom: GaN on spinel (100). The 

inner, brighter line at the (111) image is the GaN, while the outer two lines in a darker shade are 

the spinel that accumulated at the sides of the NW (as verified by TEM). 
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Figure S3. Several SEM images showing the grooving of the spinel (110) substrate. Top left: at 

the top right of the image is the edge of the catalyst pattern. The metal induced grooving extends 

into the clean substrate. Top right and bottom: images of NW growing on and across the grooves. 
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Figure S4. TEM images showing “pedestal” and embedded GaN NWs. Top: composed TEM 

image showing two “pedestal” GaN NWs on spinel (100). Bottom: composed TEM image 

showing two buried GaN NWs on spinel (100). The semi-transparent horizontal line indicates the 

estimated original, flat spinel substrate surface. 

 

 

Figure S5. Two additional cross-sectional TEM images of asymmetrically covered GaN NW on 

(110) spinel. These images also show the two tilt direction that the GaN may choose 

equivalently.  
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Figure S6. Fourier-filtered image showing the lack of misfit dislocations at the interface between 

the left and right sides of the GaN NW grown on (111) spinel and the spinel. 
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Figure S6. Fourier-filtered image showing the misfit dislocations (or lack of misfit dislocations) 

at the interface between the GaN NW grown on (100) spinel and the spinel substrate, for four 

different diffraction peaks. 
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Table S1. Mismatch between GaN and MgAl2O4 along and across the nanowires at 25°C and at 

950°C 

oa : bulk lattice parameter at 25°C and at 950°C
1,2

 

 

subst

rate 

Epitaxy 

GaN║MgAl2O4 

25°C 950°C 

oa  (Å) 

GaN:MgAl2O4 

Ratio 
Mismatch 

[%] 

oa  (Å) 

GaN:MgAl2O4 

Ratio 
Mismatch 

[%] 

110 

)0002( ║ )222(  
2.594 : 2.332 1 : 1 -10.09 2.603 : 2.350 1 : 1 -9.70 

23.3505:23.327 9:10 -0.10 23.427:23.503 9:10 0.32 

)0011( ║ )211(  
2.760:3.298 1 : 1 19.48 2.774: 3.324 1 : 1 19.82 

16.565:16.494 6:5 -0.42 16.644 : 16.620 6:5 -0.14 

)0211( ║ )044(  
1.595 : 1.428 1 : 1 -10.44 1.601: 1.439 1 : 1 -10.13 

14.335 : 14.284 9 : 10 -0.49 14.414 : 14.393 9 : 10 -0.14 

111 

)1110( ║ )220(  
2.438:2.857 1 : 1 17.15 2.448:2.878 1 : 1 17.58 

17.141:17.070 6:7 0.41 17.137:17.271 6:7 0.78 

)1021( ║ )004(  
1.595:2.020 1 : 1 26.65 1.601:2.035 1 : 1 27.09 

7.975:8.080 5:4 1.32 8.008:8.142 5:4 1.67 

Tilted (0002)║ 

)202(  

2.938:2.856 1 : 1 -2.77 2.948:2.878 1 : 1 -2.36 

 

100 

)2211( ║ )400(  
1.358:2.020 1 : 1 48.66 1.364:2.035 1 : 1 49.21 

4.076:4.040 3 : 2 -0.88 4.092:4.071 3 : 2 -0.52 

Tilted (0002)║
)022(  

3.059:2.857 1 : 1 -6.61 3.069:2.878 1 : 1 -6.22 

 

)0011( ║ )220(  

2.760:2.857 1 : 1 3.47 2.774:2.8786 1 : 1 3.76 
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The mismatch is calculated using equation (S1), where a0 is the lattice spacing for the substrate 

and the nanowire in the relevant direction. The mismatch is calculated for 1:1 ratio, and also for 

other ratios, where such a ratio improves the matching (domain matching epitaxy
3
) 

)(

)()( 42

GaNa

GaNaOMgAla
mismatch

o

oo −
=

              (S1) 
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